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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper, we develop a simulator for the Triplet Based (TriBA) Network On Chip processor 

architecture. TriBA(Triple-based Architecture) is a multiprocessor architecture whose basic 

idea is to bundle together the object programming basic philosophy and hardware multicore 

systems[1] .In TriBA ,nodes are connected in recursive triplets .TriBA network topology 

performance analysis have been carried out from different perspectives [2] and routing 

algorithms have been developed [3][4] but the architecture still lacks a simulator that the 

researcher can use to run simple and fast behavioral analysis on the architecture based on 

common parameters in the Network On Chip arena. We present TriBASim in this paper ,a 

simulator for TriBA ,based on system c[6] .TriBASim will lessen the burden on researchers on 

TriBA ,by giving them something to just plug in desired parameters and have nodes and 

topology set up ready for analysis.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The last decade has seen Networks on chip emerge as a viable replacement for the traditional bus 

based interconnection system that has dominated in systems on chip for at least 3 decades. This is 

due the flexibility of design and most importantly the reduction in energy consumption for 

computing chips inside our electronic devices Networks on chip offer[5]. 

 

Networks on chip were introduced by a few pioneer papers that pointed out that future system on 

chip designs will be limited the quality of the interconnection system between computing 

modules[6,7,8]. They proposed a brand new idea that views the System on Chip as a micro-

network of components. New designs would borrow ideas from the Data Networks research area 

and replace bus based interconnection systems with packet switched networks between modules 

within the System on Chip. 

 

Although Networks on Chip have a lot of similarities with Data Networks ,there are differences 

one needs to consider .For instance NoCs are constrained to work within small distances inside 

the SoC while Data Networks can span kilometers of distance[6] .Also the links connection 
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structure is more predictable for NoCs than it is for Data Networks .This led to completely new 

designs, protocol stacks and routing algorithms new Networks on Chip would be built upon. It is 

also important to note that the micro-network of components way of thinking used in NoCs 

allows abstraction in Traffic Modeling[9]. 

 

Numerous network on chip architectures have been proposed in academia and industry, the 

topologies such as 2-D Mesh, Torus and Hypercube have been used in various network on chip 

designs. Along with these topologies, new routing algorithms, switching techniques and flow 

control mechanisms are selectively combined to meet the particular needs of the system on chip 

design[9]. 

 

TriBA is a network on chip architecture that enforces the concept of Object Oriented Design in 

the way SoCs are designed[10] .It is suitable for sophisticated embedded applications with 

multiple concurrent processing centers. This topology’ s advantage over other 2D topologies such 

as hypercube topology is ease of realization and assembly [1]. Its nodes are connected in triplets , 

and higher order triba networks are recursively deduced from lower order ones. TriBASim is 

introduced in this paper, a simulator based on system c specifically designed to meet the daily 

needs of a researcher working on TriBA.  

 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explores already present NoC simulators 

and studies their intended use .Section 3 introduces TriBA and discusses the details relevant to 

our design; we delve into the design in section 4; Section 5 shows practical uses of the 

simulator .Future plans for TriBASim are addressed in Section 6 and Section 7 concludes the 

paper.  

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 
Numerous Network on Chip simulators have been developed before, targeting different areas in 

research and industry .Orion [11,12] was developed to run power and area analysis for Networks 

On Chips .Users input router and link components to build different network configurations and 

run their analysis .Power and area analysis for TriBASim was basen on On Orion power 

models .Noxim[13] NoC simulator is based on systemc ,and it can be used to evaluate the quality 

of a NoC in terms of delay throughput ,area and power consumption. Modified versions of Noxim 

have been used to run performance analysis using some popular topologies such as torus and 

twisted torus [14]. 

 

NIGRAM [15] is another Noc Simulator also based on systemc .It uses discrete events and is 

cycle accurate .It is very useful when testing routing algorithms on some regular topologies .One 

should also mention Nostrum[16] ,a project focusing on developing Network-on-Chip 

architecture. It addresses the communication issues from the physical to the application 

levels .These are the simulators that have been relevant to this research ,interested readers can 

refer to [17] to dig more and see a more detailed list . 

 

3. TRIBA OVERVIEW 

 
“A picture is worth a thousand words!” , Fig[1] and Fig[2] will be the basis for our description of 

TriBA . Fig[1] displays the low level architecture for a triBA node and Fig[2] emphasizes 

network aspects of a TriBA interconnection which is the focus of our design .We scratch the 

surface on the concepts used in our design and the interested reader is referred to more in depth 

references where appropriate . Just like common computer architectures out there, our 
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architecture is composed of computing modules, memory modules and the interconnection 

system to allow these two to communicate[18]. 

 

For triBA however special care was taken to separate computations from communication .It is 

composed of three submodules as shown in Fig[1] .ProcUnit carries out computations ,DataUnit 

is simply a chunk of read/write memory store our data and InterUnit ,the focus of our design, 

takes care of communications [1,18] .ProcUnit and DataUnit are abstracted away in our design to 

focus on network aspects of triBa and InterUnit is viewed as a node from here on . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig[1] TriBA Architecture          Fig[2] IDC132 addressed interconnected nodes 

 

Each node is assigned an address .TriBA uses an addressing mechanism specifically designed for 

nodes in triplets ---IDC132 .It has impressive properties such as the reflexive symmetry of 

IDC132 addresses and the 120°rotation. These combined with the vertex distance computation 

help remarkably when computing the distance(hops) between nodes in our routing 

algorithms[19] . 

 

Routing algorithms have been developed for TriBA ,  TDRA ( Table Look up Deterministic 

Routing Algorithm ) is one of them: when a node receives a message ,it has to decide if it is the 

recipient of the message or if it has to forward it to neighbouring nodes .When determining the 

route in TDRA , there is no need to store all the network information in the node ,and thus, the 

transmission overhead it might have generated is avoided[20] . 

 

The algorithm uses two tables: a Channel Status Table (CST) that stores the working state of all 

the output ports of the node and a Route Table, that stores output port to be chosen for each 

destination node in the network, from the current node.  

 

DDRA (Distributed Deterministic Routing Algorithm)[21] is another routing algorithms for 

TriBA .It has no routing table at all, the transfer of messages is carried out based on the inherent 

addressing properties of TriBA nodes. IDC 132 enforces locality, this allows the message to get 

directly to the destination node if it is local and only go across triplet boundaries when there is 

need to. IDC132 also allows telling the exact location of the node in the entire interconnection 

network just by looking at its address. The current version of TriBASim supports DDRA .Packet 

switching mechanisms were used in TriBASim and credit based flow control was implemented.  

 

4. THE TRIBASIM ROUTER 

 
TriBASim has been implemented in systemC , SystemC is a set of C++ classes and macros which 

provide an event-driven simulation interface in C++. These facilities enable a designer to simulate 

concurrent processes; each described using plain C++ syntax. SystemC processes can 

communicate in a simulated real-time environment, using signals of all the data types offered by 

C++, some additional ones offered by the SystemC library, as well as user defined. In certain 
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respects, SystemC deliberately mimics the hardware description languages VHDL and Verilog, 

but is more aptly described as a system-level modeling language[22]. 

 

ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig[3] shows a closer view to the InterUnit module of a typical node in TriBaSim. It comprises of 

3 internal major sub modules: the pre-processor, the routing module and the switching and flow 

control module .We have 4 input output ports, 3 for communication with other nodes and one to 

interact with ProcUnit and DataUnit .The ports are color labeled for clarity .Red is for input ports 

which then pass the received data to the pre-processor sub module .Blue is for output ports and 

green squares represent our output buffers. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig[3] TriBASim Router Architecture                        Fig[4] Node Ports interconnections 

 

The ports are used to interface between noses .Links (channels) are used to connect nodes through 

ports .systemC provides convenience classes to implement ports and channels. sc_port< 

sc_fifo_in_if<sc_bv<64 > > > was used for input ports , sc_port< sc_fifo_out_if<sc_bv<64 > > > 

was used for output ports and sc_fifo <sc_bv<64>> was used for channels. Buffers implemented 

as fifos using the sc_fifo class have been designed to be on the output ports .The depths of the 

buffers can be set at the start of the simulation by passing appropriate parameters to TriBASim. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig[5]A Simplified Version of DDRA. 

 

Upon reception of the packet the pre-processor checks whether the destination is the current node. 

The packet is passed to the local port if it is the case and passed to the routing module for 

destination port processing otherwise. Timings for sending and receiving overheads are also 

implemented in this sub module. 
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The routing module implements DDRA [21] .The algorithm enforces the principle of locality by 

sectioning IDC132 addresses into sections .This allows a level by level computation of the output 

port .A simplified version of the algorithm is shown in Fig[5] . 

 

The information from the routing module is then passed to the switching and flow control module 

.Data is switched to the appropriate port through a simple virtual crossbar switch we have 

implemented. This module also manages our buffer space by making sure we write to the buffer 

when there is free space and read from it only when it is not empty .Our flow control is credit 

based. 

 

We have followed the principle of incremental design; a tribaNode class was designed with 

addresses, buffers, ports and sub modules as data members and methods to implement node 

functionality such as sending and receiving data .Sub modules are themselves a set of C++ 

classes. With the node in place ,we designed a tribaTriplet class to take nodes and connects them 

in groups of three .The class only provides interface ports to connect to other triplets .The 

simulator can currently be configured to connect 3 ,9 and 27 nodes. 

 

The latency computations involve sending and receiving overhead and the time of flight, these 

time values are based on experimental values .Combined with the packet transmission time which 

depends on the packet size and the link bandwidth, we can get the latency experienced when we 

send a packet through one link by the formula below. The channel bandwidth is set at the start of 

simulation when a user runs TriBASim .It is in orders of GBit/s. 

 

 
 

 POWER AND AREA COMPUTATIONS 

 
Orion has been used to do power and area analysis in our simulator ,Orion is a power-

performance interconnection network simulator that is capable of providing detailed power 

characteristics, in addition to performance characteristics, to enable rapid power-performance 

tradeoffs at the architectural-level [23] .Orion power models are based on real characteristics of 

hardware composing the interconnect like buffers ,gates and wires . 

 

Considering a flit traversing our router, the total flit power can be computed as follows: 

 

 

Where E_wrt is the power dissipated when writing to the buffer,  E_arb  the power dissipated on 

arbitration, E_xb the power dissipated on switching and E_link the power dissipated on the 

link .From a user perspective, all we needed to specify was the parameters for the components of 

the interconnect and Orion provided the results based on the data they have collected. [23] Has 

more on the details of how power is modelled. 

 

5. CASE STUDIES 

 
The figures below show a set of simulations we run with triBASim .In Fig[6] we traced the path 

followed by a packet from source to destination logging port information on each intermediary 

node .Critical network information can be easily obtained by activating convenience methods on 

node and triplet classes .In Fig[7] we studied how average latency in the network varies per link 

throughput per number of nodes Results show that lower level triBA networks saturate earlier 
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than their higher level counterparts. We have used the same link area and power configuration on 

entire networks but networks with different configurations can also be studied. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig[6] Packet tracing Simulation within TriBASim 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig[7] Delay-latency-node count analysis within TriBASim 

 

6. FUTURE WORK 

 
TriBASim can already run the common chores that Network On Chip simulators are supposed to 

run .We hope to add support for multiple routing algorithms other than DDRA .The simulations 

we have run are based on random traffic models .We hope to delve into studying the 

characteristics of the traffics patters for our in-house SoCs and incorporate them in future 

versions. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

 
A new simulator for the Triplet Based NoC architecture has been suggested .We went through a 

broad overview of TriBA and displayed its basic characteristics and state of the art .Furthermore, 

we described the details for the design of our simulator and ended the paper with practical uses 

showing its usefulness to the triBA researcher and anyone interested in NoCs in general. 
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